
 Crowns 

 Check out our YouTube channel for lots of 
 great, free content and project ideas. 

 www.youtube.com/mumsmakery 

 Weights & Measures 
 Base Layer 

 Small  1g 

 Medium  1.5g 

 Large  2g 

 Start to fill the template with your choice of 
 base colour. This is lilac. 

 I find it easier to start at the bottom of the 
 template and work up. As the wool felts it will 
 shrink slightly. 
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 Lightly felt the flu� in place as you work your 
 way to filling the template. Once you have all 
 the template evenly filled then stab all over. 
 Don’t forget to keep lifting it o� the mat so it 
 doesn’t stick. 

 Pay particular attention to the edges and 
 prongs of the crown so that they will hold 
 their shape. 

 Top Tip- I use the blunt end of the needle to 
 help coak the flu� into tighter parts of the 
 template. It can sometimes be a bit fiddly! 

 Rolling the flu� into tube shapes also helps 
 fill more awkward shapes in the template, 
 such as the prongs. 
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 Check the template is evenly filled with no 
 lumps or bumps. Hold up to the light to check 
 for thin patches. 

 Trim any loose fuzzies from the shape. 

 I like to add a little dimension to the crown by 
 adding some extra fibre to the centre. This 
 gives a slightly domed e�ect. 
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 There are many ways to decorate the crown. 
 You may even choose to leave it plain, or add 
 some shimmer fibre to your initial blend of 
 flu�. 

 A quick way of decorating is to take a small 
 pinch of contrast color and roll and split into 
 three. Roll each piece into a ball and felt into 
 place as shown in the next picture. 

 Take another pinch of colour and roll into a 
 long strand. Felt this into place as a band. 

 Another tiny pinch of wool i felt into a 
 diamond shape in the middle of the band. 

 There are lots of ways to decorate the crown…embroidery, sequins, beads, glitter! 
 We look forward to seeing what you come up with….please share in our great Facebook Group! 

 Come join us and share your makes in our fun and flu� filled Facebook Group 
 www.facebook.com/groups/mumsmakery 
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